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PrimaCy Effects in Attributions

2

In 5 series .of experiments, Jones, Rock, Shaver,PaGoethals, and gard

(1968) and Newtson and Rindner(1979) havdemonstrated a primacy effect

in the attribution of ability.' In these studies, subjects wh9 observed

a stimulus person's(SP) perlormancf on a series of 30 problems fated

that person-as having more ability and intelligence whep the SP 'ex-

;

hibited a "descending" pattern of success as opposed to a random or

"ascending" pattern of success, even when the'SP correctly solved the

same total number of problems in each case.* A descending pattern con-

sis.ted of many Correct answers early in the trial followed by a.dt/terioration

in performance, while the ascending pattern was marked by a poor initial

performance followed by steady improvement. The performer with the de-

scending success rate was consistently perceived as having correctly

solved more of the problems, as having greater, ability, and subjects

predicted that the descenaing' penforger was mare likely to solve other

Similar problems. The results of Newtson and Rindner(1979), baied on the

subjects' analysis of the stimulus person's behavior sequence in relatively

fine or large units, led theth to conclude that this primacy effect resulted

from the subjects ceasing to process information when they reached a point

of subectilely sufficient information for making attributions about ability.

In all of the above experiments, subjects were either in the presence

of the SP or viewing him/her on videotape, an in some cases 'Are even

attempting to solve the problems along with the SP(Jon et.al 1968).

:These procedures provided the subjects with wealt f information other
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than the pattern of performance,. and may well have allowed the individuals

,

to more quickly reach a point af "subjective17-sufficient information': .

making them more confident in their attributions, of'ab4lity and predictions
v.- %

of future performance than might have been the case if, they had only'
. ,- 10

7 ).

fl
bf results Eo base their judgments on.*"lif Less" pattern It seems

6reasonable to believe that knowledge of a person's sex, age, physical

0. attractiveness, manner of dress, etc as well as fami.ianity with the c
. .,,-----'

specific problems. being attempted might lead a person to feel that there

is enough information present to allow a reasonably accurate attribution.

This is not to say that the primacy effect is not real, but only that

it may be limited to those situations in which the subject feels that he /she

has enough inNaleltion.to make a judgment. The priMary purpose of the

present experiment was to test the robustness of the primacy effect, that _

is, to find out if it occurs even in' those situations where specific

$

cues about thf person and nature of the test materials are lacking or

greatly reduced.

A 'secondary aim of this study was to'see if the pattern of success

in a problem solving situation mightte used to infer characteristics of

the SP other than ability. ,Specificalli, would subjects be willing /ably

to attribute a'specific gender to an individual, based,on nothing bdt
'A

the pattern oi_succecs on 'a test? Basedon several studies-demonstsating

that the success of competent women is generally attributed to luck

0ztemporary effort while male success` is more often' attributed to ability

or skill(Deauxand Emswiller, 1174; Feldman-Summors and Kiesier, 1974)%

it'was thought that descending success pattern usually associated

with high ability Might aliO be associated wi0 the perception of the SP as

a male, while the ascending.success pattern would be associated with

perceptions of the, tP as ,a' female..



Subjects

4

Method

Subjects were 92 undergraduate46 dalec, 46 females) enrolled

in psychology and-freshman preceptorial courseg'at Knox College.

fubjects_were Volunteers receiving neither money nor credit for participation.

Materials

Each subject received a two page questionnaire. The fiat page of

the questionnaires appeared to be.a completed thitty'item multiple choice

answer sheet identified only by a number. Each item consisted of five

satetnatives(lettered a through e), one of which was circled. The second '

page Consisted of 'a brief written intioductlon followed by four questions:

It read as follows:'

Listed below you wiell find four quests about the studentvhose

test you h4ve just,corrected. Despite the fact that you have very

littleYnformation about this person, please try to answer each of

the questions. It has been found that people can .often make very

OMO.

accurate impressions from even a
t'

small bitof information such as

performance on a test, so,jugi follow your intuition and answer

even if you don't feel very 'sure of yourself.

1. Out of the 30 problems, how many'-would you estimate thatothi.

student answered.cOrrectly?

2. On the next set of 30 problems, how many do you predict that the

student will answer correctly?'

3. On the scale below, circle the "X" that best reflects your

'estimate of this student% general intelligence.

X X XXXXX XX
unintelligent very intelligent

I
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4. Do-you think that this student is more likely to be male or ?emale?

Experimental Design
: -

The experimental design was'a'a
...-

2 factorial with sex of subject .

. ...

and p"attern of Performance(ascen4ing-suCcess descending success)vs.

as the independent variables., 'The ascending and descending patterns

.411f success were identical to those used by Jones and his' colleagues(1968).

All subjects were exposed to a phantogi-SP who correctly answered 15 out

of 30 ,questions. The dependent variables were the subjects' estimates

of hOw many problems the phantom student correctly solved, the subjects'

* predi &tions of how many would be correctly so
/*

out of the next 30' items,

an estimate on a nine point Scale of the phantom student's intelligence,
4

anethe, subjects' impressions as to whether the student-Was male or female.

All of these attributions were based on nothing.more than-30 circled
f.

alternatives on a piece of paper.

Procedure

The experiment Was run in a large clas400m in six different.gfoups
r

of varying size' with the two different patterns distributed randomly

)
to the subjecti-in each gtoup. A male experimenter gave each subject a

questionnaire, emphasizing to the subjects that they should not turn to

p&ge two until instructed to do so. Then orally introduced the ex-

periment as follow

The multiple choice answer sheet you haste in front of you. is Oft

- fitst half of a 60 item test talon at some time in the past few

years by a Knox ,College student. In t interest of privacy, the

student is identified only by a number. This test is a very difficult

test used by many graduate schools for admissions, and it' consists

6
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of vocabulary and.analogy'type questions. The average 'score on this
ts.

test,nationally is approximately 12' correct outrof the first 3C.

Each Year,_ this test is taken by a random sample of Knox College

students to see how students here compareto other students across

the country. `We will be using the answers from these te.ts in this

It.

experiment. Basically) we are interested in determining how well

people canrform 'impressions'about others based on nothing but a test

performance, and their ability to'correctly predict future performance

on this basis. 'A°
I

Subjects were then told that after grading the first 30 responses they

would be asked a few quetions about what the student was likeiand that

they would be asked to predict how well the student would do on the

next thirty items of the test which 4(re of equal difficulty. The Ex-

penmenter then asked the subjects to
/
correct the first 30 items byputting

4

a cherk.Mrk near. the wrong answers as he read through the list of "correct"

/ .-

/... reSponses.(These answer were read relatively rapidly so as to prevent the

,

subjects
4

f ltutrying-td cnt the correct answers.)
itA

,

Immediatehy after the fast answer was corrected,subjects were orde;ed to

",;--,,s__-_

turn the nuestionnaire over. They4were then instructed to.answerthe questions
t,

on pa two without referring back 'to page sone-

S

At no pint during the experiment, were' subjects asked to identify their

answers with their names;thii insured that all responses would be private.

At the.conclusion of the experiment, all.sub)ects were comple;ely debriefed,'
().

Results

Analyses of variance iftdicated that the sudiject in tle descending

pattern condition perceived that the SP ha&iolved morn problems correctly
.

than those it the ascending pattern .condition (means: 16.9 v11.1 12.5),
7 .



a finding that was highly significant, F(1,88) ='37.48, 2.4.0001:

Similarly; subjects in the descending pattern condition predicted that the

. .

SP would correctly solve significantly more problems on the secopd part of

the test than- subjects in the ascending
!
condition did (means: 17.5 vs. 13.9),

F(1,88) 17.38 o..40061 There was also.a s,ignifican't sex difference_

in thii/prediction with females predidting a greater number of correct responses

(16.99 vs. 15.03) on the seold part of,the test than malek, F(1,S8)

4.93, 2.4.027. This was the only sex difference to appear in any of the

a

data I

The descending performer was,also judged to be significantly more

intelligent than the ascending performer, with F(1,88) : 22:28 D.<:opoegi,t : v5.

The hypothesis that the descendtng,SP would be more tiAgly to be per-

ceived as a male than would the ascending SI! was not supported. X2(3) = 1.68,

for either tiles or iemales. However, asking subjects ti attribute a

gender to the SP did reveal a couple of interesting findings. First of all,

there was a definite bias toward perCeiving the SP as a tale, regardless of

the subject's sex or the pattern of performance (The male/female ratio at Knox

One
College is roughly liample,)0f the subjects who answered the question, 53

'N

thought that the student was a male while only 30 thought the SP was a fe-

male, a difference whah was significant X
2
(1) 6,37, 2..402. Also, of the

92 subjects in the experiment, nine refused to answer the question concerning

genderi'saying they did not have enough information, to answer the-question.,

'All nine were subjects in the.ascending success patterncondition(constituting

about 207. of subjects in this condition), while none of the subjects to the

de ending condition refused to answer the viestion. This difference proved to

be' highly significant 2(1) 2,40,14_

416



Discussion.

8

These data support the_findings.of Tones, et.al.(1968) and Newtson.

end Rindner(1979) of-the'existence of:a Primacy effect in the attribution

of ability. lt nIn fact, the results of thisxperimet indicated an
.

.

S
S 0

...

even stronger primacy effects than evidenced ),*
/
earlier studies. While

4 ;
.../ "4,

.

.

it was originally thought that familiarity with several characteristics
. -.

---
, . .

of the SP and test problems would cause subjects to feel more confident

- 1
I

about their attributions and for that reason fall prey to the primacy

effect, this has been shown ngx to be the case. On the contrary,

having no knodledge about the SP other thin pattern of performance

seems to enhance the primacy effect. may very well be that tlAs.

occurs because the subject can focus cdmplete attention on the per-
,

formance of thi SP and not be distracted by the nature of the test problems

or other characteristics f-the person that might serve to temper the

subject's reaction to the pattern of correct answers.

Although the predicted relationship between the pattern of per-

formance and the gender attributed to the SP failed to materialize,

there did seem to be a relationship,betweek the pattern of performance

and the subject's willingness to.make such an attribution. Since all

of the subjects in the descending condition were willing to make a

gender attribution, and a significant number of subjects in the ascending

condition were not, it would seem a though something about the descending

pattern bade subjects more comfortable about looking such an attribution.

Perhaps the difference results from the descending pattern, supplying

ok

the subject with more relevant subjective information than the ascending

pattern. Another finding was that o.1- a male bias in attributing a

'20c,

gender to the SP. There is not enough information in this experiment

t .
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. to provide a compelling interpretation of thi. It may be that

#

subject's construed a graduate
t
school test as something a male would

be more Ligkely to take, even though they were told that it was a

TOL

"random sample" of Knox College students taking the test. Admittedly;

this is just speculation.
r

In summary.; presenting subjects with the performance of an SP.

in the absence of any other personal cues did not in anyway diminish

the subjects' tendencies to attribute more correct answers, higher-

infelligence, and better future pe.formance to the SP exhibiti,ni the

-descending pattern-of success. Su jects were also more'willing to

attribute gender to the descending 4! than to the ascending SP.

Future research should pursue possible differences in the,subjertive

value Of the information provided to subjects by the'rwo patterns; as

well as checking the generalizability of this primacy effect to other

kinds, of tasks. It would also be of interest to uncayr how other

information about a stimulus person might interact with the information

-AP provided by patterns of performance.

.1
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